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PRIMUS TrailBreak Vacuum Bottles  

Making the Difference 
Finally: The first vacuum bottle that makes it possible to drink 

directly from the bottle! Primus achieves this with the unique 

“ClickClose” stopper that doubles as a smart drinking stopper. 

But there are more great features. The slightly tapered shape 

make them easier to push down into the backpack and safer to 

grip – also when using gloves in cold conditions. The cup too is 

made from double-walled stainless steel to keep the beverage hot 

or cold and also serves as extra protection of the stopper. With 

the TrailBreak Vacuum Bottles, Primus shows how a seemingly 

ordinary product can still be improved substantially! 

Have you ever been nerved because you couldn’t drink directly from 

your vacuum bottle? When wind blew away your tea while pouring it 

in? Because the stopper was leaking? Because it was difficult to get the 

bottle out of or into your backpack? Primus is not re-inventing the 

bottle, but the new TrailBreak Vacuum Bottles come with various 

improvements that are based on real life outdoor experience: The 

bottles are delivered with two stopper, one regular and one 

“ClickClose” stopper. The “ClickClose” stopper also doubles as a 

drinking stopper, making it possible to drink directly from the bottle. 

Of course, the bottle is made from best quality double-wall stainless 

steel, making them very durable. 

The slightly tapered shape makes it easier to push them down into your 

backpack and safer to grip. Both the bottle and the cup are designed to 

serve up a good grip even using gloves. The cup too is made from 

double walled stainless steel to keep the beverage hot or cold and also 

serves as extra protection of the stopper.  

The bottles and also a mug will be available in three sizes and in black 

or stainless steel from spring 2015. More information at 

www.primus.eu 
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About PRIMUS: 
Swedish company Primus has been creating products for outdoor use since 1892. They have 
been tested on expeditions by such pioneers as Fridtjof Nansen, Roald Amundsen and Sir 
Edmund Hillary. Today, Primus is known for its reliable, safe and innovative products that 
make people enjoy their outdoors adventures – both big and small. The focus is on creating 
environmentally friendly, easy to use and lightweight products. Primus AB, based in Solna 
(Sweden), is an independent part of Fenix Outdoor AB. 90% of Primus’ product range is sold 
in more than 70 countries worldwide. 

Primus TrailBreak Vacuum Bottles & Mug 

Sizes 0.5 l  0.75 l 1.0 l 
Weight 555 g 631 g  694 g  
SRP 35.95* 37.95* 42.95 Euro* 
 
*Please note: Prices are suggested retail price and may 
vary in different European countries 


